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Andrzej Deloff, Teodor Siemiarc/.uk: Final state interaction in 'the

pd-> pnp reaction ai 1 GeV.

The pd—»• pnp reaction at 1 GeV in both the direct and charge

exchange channel has been investigated. The experimental data come from a

line reversed beam-target experiment with 3.3 GeV/c deuterons incident

on a proton target. In the direct channel data exhibit narrow structures

in the np effective mass spectra: at threshold/ at 2.02 GeV and at 2.12 GeV

which have been seen before and we report on a new narrow enhancement at

1.95 GeV. In charge exchange channel the data show somewhat broader peak

at 2.18 GeV. The purpose of this work is to explain the data by using a

conventional approach, i.e. without sub-nucleonic degrees of freedom,

but including the A.N channnel in NN scattering. The calculation is

based on a two-channel distorted wave impulse approximation. The NN-*NN spin

dependent scattering amplitudes have been reconstructed by a summation of

partial waves with the parameters supplied by phase shift analyses, whereas

the NN->AN amplitudes have been calculated from a one-pion-exchange

mechanism. The final state interaction between the slow nucleons is

derived from the Paris or Bonn NN potential except for the *D and 3F

states which are assumed to be coupled with A N channel and have been

described here by a two-channel phenomenological potential. The finite

width of the delta is included by introducing a continuum of &N

channels with the delta mass distribution given by a Breit-Wigner shape.

The calculated spectra of the effective mass of the two slow nucleons,

imposing various kinematical cuts, are compared with experiment. The

effects of the f̂ N intermediate state are clearly seen as a broad

maximum in the effective mass distribution in the charge exchange

channel. This effect is less pronounced in the direct channel dominated

by isospin non-flip amplitude. The overall agreement is very good, but

in the direct channel narrow peaks are present unaccounted for by a

conventional approach.
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Andrzej Delofi", Teodor Siemiarczuk: Oddziaływanie w stanic końcowym

w reakcji pd—»pnp przy energii 1 GeV.

Badano kanały wprost oraz kanał z wymianą ładunku w

reakcji dp—> pnp przy energii 1 GeV. Dane doświadczalne pochodzą, z

eksperymentu w którym wiązka deuteronów o pe.dzie 3,3 GeV/c

zderzała s ię z tarczą protonową. W kanale wprost dane doświadczal-

ne wykazują wąskie struktury w widmach masy efektywnej np przy

progu, przy 2, O2 i 2,12 GeV widziane uprzednio, oraz nową wąską

strukturę przy 1,95 GeV. W kanale z wymianą ładunku występuje

nieco szersze maksimum przy 2,18 GeV.

Celem niniejszej pracy jest opis danych doświadczalnych przy

pomocy teori i konwencjonalnej bez jawnego wprowadzenia subnukleo-

nowych stopni swobody ale z uwzględnieniem kanału AN w rozpraszaniu

NM. Rachunki wykonano w dwukanałowym przybliżeniu impulsowym z

uwzględnieniem oddziaływania w stanie końcowym. Zależne od spinu

amplitudy NN->NN zrekonstruowano poprzez sumowanie fal parcjalnych

z parametrami otrzymanymi z analizy fazowej. Amplitudę NN->AN

obliczono przy pomocy modelu wymiany jednopionowej. Oddziaływanie

w stanie końcowym między powolnymi nukleonami policzono przy

pomocy potencjału paryskiego oraz potencjału Bonn z wyjątkiem

stanów AD i F , o których założono, że są sprzężone z kanałem AN

i opisano je przez dwukanałowy potencjał fenomenologiczny,

Skończoną szerokość A uwzględniono poprzez wprowadzenie continuum

kanałów AN z rozkładem masy A opisanej wzorem Breita-Wignera.

Obliczone rozkłady masy efektywnej pary powolnych nukleonów

porównano w różnych obszarach kinematycznych z eksperymentem.

Efekt występowania stanu pośredniego AN jest wyraźnie widoczny

jako szerokie maksimum w rozkładzie masy efektywnej w kanale z

wymianą ładunku. W kanale wprost, zdominowanym przez amplitudę bez

zmiany izospinu. efekt ten jest znacznie słabszy. Ogólna zgodności

teor i i z eksperymentem jest bardzo dobra, nieopisane poprzez

zastosowany konwencjaonal ny formalizm pozostają jednak wąskie

struktury w rozkładach mas np, w kanale wprost.
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flejio$$, Tsonop CeMapnyK: B3anMO3ieftcTBłie B
COCTOflHHH B peaKIjJM pd-»pnp npH SHeprHH I T3B.

MccjieaoBajiHCb npaMOH KaHaji H Kanaji c nepe3apst/i-

KOH peaKUMH pd->pnp npw 3neprnn 1 TaB. 3KcnepnMeHTajiHt>»e flaH-

Hbie noJiyseHbi B pe3yjibTaTe oÓJiyMeHHH npoTOHHOH MHmeHH B nyMKe

aeiiTOHOB c HMnyjibcoM 3. 3 r s B / c . B 3Kcnepn«eHTajibHOM MaTepH-

ajie B npsiMOM KaHajte HafijiioaaeTCsi pna y3KHX CTpyKTyp B pacnpe-

aejieHKHX no 34>4>eKTHBHOM Macce np : npH n o p o r e , npw 2 . 0 2 M

2 . 1 2 T3B, a TaK»e HOBa» y3Kasi cTpyKTypa c Maccow 1 . 9 5 TaB.

B KaHajie c Trepe3apsi/IKOH npiicyTCTByer 6oj iee mnpoKMM ITHK C

npM 2.18 FaB.

Uejibio HacTOHioeM p a 6 o T w HBJisieTCH OTrncaHne 3Kcnepnf*eH-

aaHHwx B paMKax KOHBeHUMOHajiHoii T e o p n n , 6 e 3 H B H O T O

y s e T a cyOHyKJioHHbix cTeneHeM CBOĆO^IW, HO C y ieTOM KaHajia

AN B N N - p a c c e a H H H . PacneTW aejiajiHCb B iiByKaHajibHoti HMiryjibc-

HOM TTpMÓJIHaCeHHM MCKaJOeHHblX BOJIH. 3aBMCSHUMe OT CTTMHa aMTTJIMTy-

îbi N N - p a c c e a H M a peKOHCTpyHpoBajiMCb cyłiMMpoBaHMeM

BOJiH c TTapaneTpai-iH nojiyMeHHbiMH H3 <t>a3OBoro aHajiM3a.

NN->AN pacMMTbiBajiMCb B paMKax MexaHH3Ma oaHonHOHHoro o 6 n e H a .

B3aniio/ieHCTBHe B KOHeMHOM C O C T O H H H H Me/iJieHHbix HyKJioHOB noJiy-

MeHO ITpH ITOMOIUH TTapHDtOCKOTO H ÓOHHCKOTO TIOTeHUMaJIOB , C HCK~

jiioMeHHeM C O C T O H H H H D« u F. o KOTopwx n p e a T r o n o r a j i o c b , MTO

OHM conpsiaceHbi c KanajioM AN H K o r o p u e onHCWBajiHCfa npH TTOMOIKH

<t>eHOMeHOJiorHMecKoro noTeHUHajia. KoHeMHaa niMpn-

Ha A - H 3 o 6 a p w yMHTbiBaJiacb upw TTOMOIIIH BBeaeHHa KOHTHHyyn AN-

KaHanoB c opewT-BurHepoBCKHM pacTTpeaejieHneM Maccw A.

Hbie H3 pacMeTOB pacnpe^ejieHMsi n o 3<t><t>eKTHBHOH M a c c e

JieHHblX HyKJIOHOB CpaB HUB a JIMCb B pa3JIHMHbOC KHHeMaTMMeCKMX

c SKcnepMMeHTajiHbiMH aaHHbiMM. B KaHajie c nepe3apsiiiKOM

nposiBJiHeTcs 3<t>(J)eKT nepe3aps»aKH KaK cpaBHHTeJibHo mnpoKHH

B pacnpeae j ieHHH no 3(jxt>eKTMBHOH M a c c e , T o r a a KaK B

npaMOM KaHajie, B KOTOPOM aoMHHMpyiomyio pojib n r p a e T aMiTJiMTyaa

6 e 3 H3MeHeHHa H3OcmiHa t npoMeacyTOMHoe c o c i o s i H H e AN HrpaeT

MeHbmyto pojtb. HaójisiaaeTCH o i e H h x o p o m e e o6njee c o r j i a c H e TeopHH

C 3KCnepHMeHTOM, C HCKJIIOMeHHeM y3KHX CTpyKTyp B npHMOM KaHa-

Jie, KOTopwe He BocnpoH3BO/i5iTC5i KOHBeHUMOHajIHbIM TeopeTHMecKMM

TroiixozioM, Mcnojib 3OBaHHbiM B HacTosimeM p a S o T e .
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1. Introduction

The proton deuteron disintegration at 1 GeV is an interesting nuclear

reaction: at that energy one may expect to be able to excite the non-

nucleonic degrees of freedom and yet since the deuteron is a relatively

simple nuclear system, reliable calculations are quite feasible. Indeed,

at 1 GeV the full three-body treatment (via Faddeev) is not indispensable

and one may use with confidence the first order distorted wave impulse

approximation. On the other hand, this energy is also not exceedingly

large, so that one does not have to worry that the lack of a relativistic

theory might lead to serious errors. Naturally, every effort to understand

the p-d scattering must use as input the nucleon-nucleon scattering

amplitudes. With the advent of high intensity accelerators and the

corresponding influx of the new data, considerable progress has been

achieved in the phase-shift analyses ' J which now have been extended above

the inelastic threshold, up to 1.1 GeV. Thus, the basic ingredient of

every p-d calculation, the nucleon-nucleon amplitude together with its

complicated spin dependence, can be up to that energy reconstructed

by an explicit summation of partial waves. The other opportune circumstance

is that right from the threshold at 0.285 GeV up to about 1 GeV the

inelastic NN scattering is almost entirely a single pion production process

which can be quite well understood within a simple model in which the

NN-*NNjr reaction is dominated by a one-pion-exchange to the A N

intermediate state. Therefore, to a good approximation, the inelastic

NN scattering becomes essentially a quasi-two-bo^y problem with two

channels NN and AN.

The NN scattering experiments using polarized targets and polarized

beams revealed pronounced structure in the spin amplitudes ' . This fact ha3

prompted various theoretical speculations ' about the existence of
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dibaryonic resonances with j •= 2* , 3"* , 4* and masses of 2.Xi, 2.32,

and 2.43 GeV, respectively. Subsequently, these ideas received further

support from calculations based on three body NNJT models * and quasi two

body models'*' (NN, A N ) , in which structures have been predicted in *D^ and

•JF partial wave parameters in qualitative agreement with the results

of phase 3hift analyses. The calculated 4D t and
 SF partial wave amplitudes

showed loops in the Argand plot resembling a resonant behaviour.

Unfortunately, these results turned out to be inconclusive for a loop

in the Argand plot could be merely a manifestation of a strong A N

threshold , because a branch point starting at A N threshold and a resonant

pole on the second Riemann sheet both give rise to similar loops in the

Argand diagram. The phenomenological models which do predict dibaryonic

poles on the second Riemann sheet need too many parameters for a realistic

description of the multi-channel scattering amplitudes to be meaningfully

adjusted from a fit to the elastic NN scattering. Thus, the model can be

either oversimplified, or overparametrized but the location of the poles

and even the sheet they are on, depends upon which option has been given

preference. Obviously, to resolve the dibaryon controversy, data from

the inelastic channel must be included to provide additional constraint

on the amplitudes.

Independently of the NN scattering, the dibaryonic issue has

9} to)

implications for other reactions involving nuclear targets and beams * .

In this respect, the pd-»pnp reaction seems to be particularly well suited

to look for resonances in the NN system. At 1 GeV incident proton energy,

in the final state we end up with a fast nucleon and a pair of nucleon3

which are essentially non-relativistic. It is the final state interaction

of these slow nucleons that could lead to a formation of dibaryonic

resonances, if they did exist. If it was really the case, one should be

able to see peaks in the effective mass distribution of the slow nucleons.

In the cm. system of the interacting pair the effective mass is their
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total cm. energy and in a three body system this variable varies

continuously from threshold up to a maximum value fixed by the incident

energy. By contrast, a NN scattering experiment is always conducted for

a discrete set of values for the incident energy and, in principle, there

could be even a possibility that a very narrow structure might be

overlooked if it happened to be located between two measured energies.

Furthermore, the final state with a slow NN pair could be also reached

via intermediate & N state. It is a common ground that the elastic

NN scattering data require quite small coupling of dibaryons to the NN

channel and this is the reason why the inelastic channels (dominantly AN)

are of utmost importance. In the transition amplitude for pd-*pnp reaction

one has both the elastic NN-»- NN and the inelastic NN-+AN amplitudes

present what enhances the chances to see resonant peaks in the effective

mass spectra. Actually, narrow peaks have already been seen in the reaction

dp -+• pnp at 3.3 GeV/c ' and also in the channel with a pion in the

final state dp —» pnn3t / The interpretation of these results, however,

must be based on a reliable theoretical calculation and this had proved at

that time to be rather difficult to perform. There have been several

efforts J 'to calculate the pd->pnp transition rate at 1 GeV wnich

quite successfully reproduced the qualitative features of the observed

spectra. At that time, however, the NN amplitudes at 1 GeV which constitute

the key ingredient of every calculation were poorly known and this was

a common deficiency limiting the success of the theory. As mentioned above,

this problem does not exist any more and realistic calculations have

become perfectly feasible.

The present paper is, in a sense, a continuation of the previous

studies 't~*J in that it is based on partly unpublished data from the same

experiment. Here, only pnp final states are considered, whereas the pd

reactions leading to the channels with a single pion acompanying three

nucleons will be the subject of a separate publication. We present also



a realistic theory of the pd -» pnp reaction based on distorted wave

impulse approximation which includes explicitly the NN -» /\ N channel.

We have tailored our formalism of the finite width of the delta so that

it is suitable also for calculating the transition rate to channels with

a pion in the final state. Great care has been exercised to handle all the

spins properly. Anticipating future applications for polarized beams and/or

targets the calculations are performed in the convenient for that purpose

Carthesian basis. Our approach is a conventional one in that the quark

degrees of freedom never appear explicitly. However, quark effects could

be present implicitly via injections from phenomenology and the six-quark

bags coupled to the NN channel may be here simulated by CDD poles.

The plan of the presentation is as follows. In sect. 2 we describe

briefly the experiment at 3.3 GeV/c, in sect. 3 we give rudiments of

the multi-channel distorted wave impulse approximation constituting the

theoretical framework, in sect. 4 we derive the NN—t NN and NN—» AN

wave functions in Carthesian representation which account for the final

state interaction, in sect. 5 we develop the continuum channels formalism

to incorporate the finite width of the delta, in sect. 6 we construct

the NN-* NN and NN-» A N transition amplitudes at 1 GeV, in sect. 7 we

present the experimental spectra and confront them with our theory, and,

finally, in sect. 8 we present our conclusions.



2. The experiment dp-»pnp at 3.3 GeV/c

The experiment was performed using 1 m hydrogen bubble chamber exposed

to the deuteron beam with a nonenturn of 3.33 i 0.08 GeV/c. The

distinguishing feature of our beam target configuration offered a number

of methodological advantages and made it possible to investigate with

practically no losses all the main channels of the dp reaction. In

particular, the spectator protons have about half of the beam momentum

and are easily seen in the chamber contrary to the opposite beam-target

configuration where proton spectators with momentum less than 80 MeV/c

are not visible in the hydrogen bubble chamber. Another important advantage

of such a beam-target configuration is that there is no mixing between dp-łdp

elastic scattering and the dp—f pnp break-up reaction hypotheses, leading

to an unbiased sample of the deuLoron break-up dp—* pnp reaction. In the

present paper we shall analyse events belonging to the break-up channel

without pion production. The reactions with a single pion in the final

state will be the subject of the forthcoming paper. In the dp—* pnp break-up

events can be separated into two channels: the direct and the charge

exchange reactions which we operationally define as those in which,

respectively, the proton and the neutron is the fastest particle in the

deuteron rest frame. For more details of the experiment we refer the

reader to '™/ . The sample of the dp—* pnp reaction consisits of

20507 events with 16910 events in the direct and 3597 events in the

charge exchange channel.

To facilitate the theoretical analysis, our data have been transformed

to the deuteron rest frame and in the following this system will be

referred to as the laboratory frame. From now on, we are going to consider

the deuteron disintegration reaction where the incident proton has momentum

P =1.65 GeV/c and in the final state we have three nucleons with momenta

Pt , p^r and p . We choose p., to be the largest of them and we shall call
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nucleon 1 as the fast, or scattered part icle, whereas the two remaining

nucleons will be dubbed as slow par t ic les . As mentioned above, the particle

with the smallest momentum is here called a spectator. We wish to stress

that this is merely a name and should not have dynamical implications.

Our main interest in this paper is to investigate the final state

interaction of the two slow nucleons, and, in particular, the possibility

of a formation of the dibaryonic s t a te . The variable which is best suited

for this purpose is the effective mass W of the two slow nucleons, given

in terms of their four momenta p and p

W1- = (Pj/ + ps)*- . (2.1)

Since W becomes the total energy in the cm. frame of the two slow nucleons

the strong final state interaction between them may be expected to

induce a rapid variation of the pd—• pnp cross section as a function

of W. The experimental effective mass spectra will be presented in sect. 1.

Apart from figs. 13, 21 and 29 they have not been published before.



3. Distorted wave impulse approximation

The formal basis of our theoretical framework is provided by the multi-

channel distorted wave impulse approximation where the transition matrix

describing the deuteron disintegration is expressed as a sura of the

scattering operators off each of the nucleons consisting the deuteron. If

we label the incident nucleon as 1 and the target nucleons as 2 and 3, the

i-»f transition matrix takes the form

V 1 ' 2 ' + TH<i,3)l4\; >, (3-D

where T are the "N-*NN scattering operators and the Roman I indicates

that in (3.1) we consider a one-step reaction. Since at 1 GeV the NN

scattering is inelastic the final state can be also reached via

intermediate states which can be formed in result of the mul^i-channel

nature of the NN scattering. In such a case we have to do with a two-step

reaction whose transition matrix can be formally written as

(3.2)

where T ^ describes the inelastic process NN-»f and the wave function

>̂ £* accounts for the transition to the final state f. Formula (3.2)

can be looked at as a multi-channel generalization of (3.1). Indeed, in a

A

multi-channel situation, the operator T in (3.1) becomes a matrix in the

channel space, and accordingly <f> must be replaced by a multi component

counterpart wave function. Simple matrix multiplication immediately yields

then expression (3.2).

To bring (3.1) and (3.2) to a managable form, we have to introduce

further simplifications, assuming that the T operators in (3.1)

correspond to a zero-range interaction. Thus, in the configuration space

of three nucleons the expectation value of T is 3et to be

<x^ x'x x' |T N<1,2)| x(x x > = Olx^ - x^ ) Ó U ^ - x't ) dUj-Jj' ) TM(1,2), (3.3)
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where T ,(1,2) is identified with the free space nucleon-nucleon spin and

isospin dependent scattering amplitude in the laboratory frame. The

analogous formula for T (1,3) is obtained from (3.3) by interchanging the

2 and 3 labels. In the initial state we have the incident proton and the

target deuteron. The appropriate non-relativistic wave function in the

configuration space representation, is

exp{ip. [xf-i(x,_+ x^)] ) 4 V r > P ' 1 ) ^ 1 2 1 " 1 3 1 -p(3)n(2)]

where r = x - x and YJ denotes the deuteron wave function. We have

explicitly introduced in (3.4) the isospin functions of the protons p(i) and

neutrons n(i) with i=l,2,3, while suppressing the spin functions. For the

final state of the three nucleons we shall consider two possibilities:

(i) a direct proceso in which the fastest particle is a proton, and, (ii)

a charge exchange process where a neutron is the fastest particle. The

final state wave function in configuration space for a direct process is

e x p { i P i . [ X i - i f x ^ + j t ) ] ) { i f l ( k , r ) p ( l ) [ p ( 2 ) n ( 3 ) - p ( 3 ) n ( 2 ) ] 2 *

<•> -i -i

tP(2)n(3) + p(3)n(2)] 2 Ł ) 21 , (3.5)

where y (k,r) denotes a nucleon-nucleon wave function with isospin

1=0,1, in the continuum with a fixed relative momentum k and ingoing

spherical wave asymptotic condition imposed. The function l|J ()c,r)

properly antisymmetrized will be given in section 4. The charge exchange

wave function has only 1=1 component

4* ^t'^t.'^ = expfip^. [x, - i(x^ + x )]) Y (k,jc) n(l)p(2)p(3) . (3.6)



In (3.5) and (3.6) all spin functions have been suppressed. Obviously,

these expressions contain further approximations in that the final state

interaction and the proper antisymmetrization is accounted for only between

the two slow nucleons. Inserting (3.4) and (3.5) in (3.1) and making use
.(A

of the symmetry of UJ (r) and lii (k, r) and of the antisymmetry of
A. **"• ' M -- —

l|j (k,r), we obtain for the direct deuteron disintegration process the

ultimate expression for the transition matrix

(k,r) {(iTN(l,2) +|jTN(l,2)] e -

- 2* C tii* (k,r) {[ f T(°(l,2) -lTtO(l,2)] e^l- Jj(r) d r, (3.7)

where T (1,2) is the NN scattering amplitude with isospin 1=0,1 in the

laboratory frame and q = p - p is the momentum transferred to the two

slow nucleons. As seen from (3.7), ^W-/^ depends upon both the isospin

non-flip and isospin flip amplitudes with the dominant contribution from

the former. By contrast, the charge exchange deuteron disintegration is

a pure isospin flip process

i i r i ̂ 1" o\ *•* "-Vi-f It s
772 (P,q,JO =22* \ ILJ (k,r) | [ I T (1,2> -iT.(l,2)] e Ł 4 ~ di(r) d r .

The integral expressions in (3.7) and (3.8) are complicated operators in

the spin space of three nucleons and it is because of the implicit spin

dependence that the r independent amplitudes T cannot, in general be

pulled outside the integrals.

We turn now to the two-step processes. At the laboratory kinetic

energy around 1 GeV the inelastic nucleon-nucleon scattering is dominated

by a single pion production which is quite well understood within the

isobar model (cf. further discussion on that point in sect. 6) . In this
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paper we also adopt the isobar model philosophy assuming that among the

inelastic processes in the NN scattering the NN-ł AN reaction plays such

a prominent role that all other processes can be disregarded. Further

assumption treats the AN system as a quasi two-body channel what brings

major simplifications by allowing to handle the two-step deuteron

disintegration in an analogous manner as the one step process just

discussed. To see how does it come about, let us simplify matters even

further assuming for a moment that the delta was a stable particle with

a fixed mass M. The incident proton interacting with the target nucleons

can be either scattered elastically, or else the NN-«AN reaction takes

place with a subsequent transition to the NN state on account of the final

state interaction. The zero-range assumption yields

K\ x'Ł x'jT (1,2)1 x(x x > = 2><xr - xj %(x'Ą - x'A) ÓUj - x_' ) 1^(1,2), (3.9)

where T . (1,2) is the NN-» 6.N reaction amplitude in the laboratory frame

and by permuting 2 and 3 labels one obtains similar expression for T (1,3) .

The final state wave function for direct deuteron disintegration, is

(x̂  ,x ,x ) = explip^. [x, (M + m) - (x M + x m) ] / (m + M) }

[p(2)n(3) +p(3)n(2)] 2^ , (3.10)

where m is the nucleon mass, IJJ (k,r) is the wave function describing the

NN -* A N reaction in the c m . system and k is the NN channel momentum,

the same as before. The charge exchange disintegration final state wave

function is obtained from the above by replacing the isospin part by the

product n(l)p(2)p(3). Substituting (3.9) and (3.10) in (3.2), we obtain

transition matrix for the two step deuteron disintegration

77L, (P,q, M =2\tlj(lc/r) T (1,2) exp{iq.r m/(m + M) } ̂ j (r) dJr, (3.11a)
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(p,q,Jc) = -2 KYI (p,q,k). (3.11b)

Exact isospin conservation admits only 1=1 for the (23) pair and, therefore

in (3.11) the isospin label has been suppressed. In principle,

the wave functions LL> (k,r) and ty (k,r) are to be obtained as solutions

of a two-channel wave equation with ingoing plane wave in the NN channel.

Similarly, the T ' and T scattering amplitudes are not independent,

being related by the two-channel unitarity constraint. In practice,

however, the extension of the underlying NN dynamics from low energies up

to 1 GeV including the presence of inelastic channels is not yet available.

Although there have beeen several attempts to repeat the success of the

well known meson-exchange potentials by generalizing them as to incorporate

the inelastic channels, it still does not seem possible to obtain both the

l ̂ Iwave functions ( 41 , LU ) and the scattering amplitudes from a single

dynamical scheme. In order to overcome this difficulty only the wave

functions will be derived from a NN potential whereas the two amplitudes

T . and T will be obtained using two different prescriptions: the

NN amplitude is reconstructed by an effective summation of partial waves

whose parameters are available from a global fit to the NN scattering data;

whereas the T amplitude is calculated assuming a one-pion-exchange

mechanism (for details cf. sect. 6). Of course, these two amplitudes

because of the different origin do not satisfy the two channel unitarity

constraint. Therefore, in adding the contribution from one step and two

step processes, the T^ amplitude can be multiplied by an arbitrary

complex constant. In the present paper this constant will be adjusted

to the deuteron disintegration data.

To complete our derivation of the DWIA matrix element it remains now

to abandon the restrictive and unrealistic assumption that the delta was a

stable particle. There are several possible routes allowing for inclusion
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of the finite width of the delta (cf. sect. 5), but the most convenient

for our purposes is replacing a single delta-nucleon channel by n distinct

/\N channels with delta mass being different in each of these channnels.

In the continuum limit n-» oo, the summation over n channels is replaced

by integration over delta mass with a A. mass distribution assumed to

follow Breit-Wigner formula (cf. sect. 5 for details) . The matrix element

for the deuteron disintegration in channel c, is

<p,q,k) = im <P,q,k> + C\ 1 1 YQ (p,q,k>; c = dir,cex (3.12)

where the sum denotes averaging over the width of the delta (integration

over mass distribution), and !X is an arbitrary complex constant which

is to compensate for the lack of unitarity. The corresponding unpolarized

cross section will be evaluated in the lab frame from the following

expression (cf. ref. )

(3.13)

where Tfc,^ is the kinetic energy of the incident proton in the lab , and

E- = (p. + m ) x , j=l,2,3. Carrying out all the trivial integrations in
J ma* J

(3 .13), we o b t a i n

dcos& - 2or ^ \ \ l ^ I c l Ł § <\Slk , (3-14)

where W i s t h e e f f e c t i v e mass (2.1), V i s the angle between p and p^ ,

and c i s a kinematical factor

s

*
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In (3.15) E is the total lab energy E = M + (p*1 + m1)Łwith M, being the

deuteron mass. For fixed W and cos 9 , the lab momentum of the fast

nucleon is

where s = E * - p ł is the total cm. energy squared and k is the c m .

momentum of the fast nucleon

k* = [s - (W + m)ł][s - (W + m)Ł]/(4s). (3.17)

Knowing p^ , the momentum transfer q is obtained from the formula

q = (p1 + p* - 2pp< cos&)* (3.18)

and for completeness, we give also the expressions for the momenta and

energies of the slow nucleons in the lab frame

P, = q(? + q-k/W[W + (W1 + qŁ)Ł]} + k ; (3.19)

E, = M W L + qŁ)Ł + q-k/W ; {3.20)

P, = q { | - q-k/W[W + (W* + ql )» ] } - k ; (3.21)

E = i(W Ł+ q1)!- - q-k/W . (3.22)

In the averaging over the orientations of the vector k in (3.14), it is

convenient to chose the z-axis along q introducing as integration variable

z = q-k. As seen from (3.20) and (3.22), for 0 < z < 1 we have E.> E .

whereas for -1 < z < 0 we have E > E .We shall call a spectator the
- - 3 — 3.

slowest nucleon and it will be nucleon 3 for z positive, or nucleon 2 for z

negative. Since the cross section is an even function of z, we choose

nucleon 3 to be the spectator, confining the integration over z to positive
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values and doubling the resulting cross section.

To find the ultimate integration limits over z we consider a slightly

more complicated situation where the experimental 3et-up records only

such events in which the spectator momenta belong to some particular

interval p • < p < p where p . and p. are two arbitrary momenta.

We have then to satisfy two inequalities: (i) E 1 > E^> E^ (by assumption,

nucleon 1 is the fastest); and (ii) C P w ) E < ^ ̂ t^a. ** '

From (i), we have 0 < z <_ zi with

z^ = (W/qk) [E1 - -^(W
Ł+ q Ł)t],

whereas (ii) yields z __ < z < z with

z_ =(W/qk) [i.(WŁ + eft- (m1 + p ^ )i]

z + =(W/qk) [itW*-+ qŁ)i - ( m L + p ^ ^ ) ' ] ,

and combining the two conditions together, we obtain the integration limits

z . (W,cos9) < z

where

zWi<(W,cos&) = max{0,z_ ) , (3.23)

z«» (W,cos&) = min{l,z^,z } . (3.24)

It should be noted that our kinematics is fully relativistic including the

slow nucleons.

Our ultimate expression for the effective mass distribution for a fixed

angular interval v . f; & ̂  v taking into account cuts imposed on

the spectator momentum, is
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(3.25)
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4. Final state interaction

The problem which is addressed to in this section is the following:

given the NN and &N potentials, construct the corresponding continuum

wave function in the Carthesian basis, i.e. with definite total spin and

momentum. What we want is esentially a partial wave expansion of the wave

function. For the NN case the partial wave expansion is well known for the

T-matrix but much less common for the wave function. For the &. N case

the partial wave expansion for the T-matrix can be found in

but the wave function does not seem to be given in the literature. In the

latter case spin is a major complication. For completeness, we shall derive

here both NN and AN wave functions in an explicit form.

When dealing with reactions involving particles of arbitrary spin it is

convenient to introduce projection operators describing a transition from

the initial state characterized by the total angular momentum J, the

orbital momentum 1 and the total spin S, to the final state characterized,

respectively, by J, 1, S (in general, only J is conserved). Denoting by

k and k' the directions of the initial and final c m . momentum, this

projection operator can be written as

ni,

where J ̂ c IĴ ' are eigen functions of J , J , L Ł, S Ł and are obtained

by coupling angular momentum Y (k) and spin eigenfunctions %•„

t N S ^ ( « 0 t (1.2)

and c( ł l£ f A, is the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient. Undoubtedly, the

projection operators (4.1) have been rediscovered several times but the

earliest reference we could trace back is by Tamm and his collaborators



These authors had also recognized the importance of transforming the

projection operators to Carthesian basis, i.e. of expressing them in terms

of spin dependent operators which form the basis of the corresponding

T—matrix. For some particular processes this task had indeed been

accomplished ^ ^but we could not find in the literature a systematic

approach applicable for an arbitrary binary reaction. The method introduced

below meets this requirement and since it does not appear to be widely

known, we shall present it in some detail.

Let us start with the simpler NN case. The two-nucleon coordinate

representation wave function in the continuum with outgoing wave boundary

condition expanded in partial waves, is

- V (4"3>

] H ,(r, k) ) P̂  +

+

U(eV--"+ A ) + H 1 iC[u' (r) -\^Akr)]

(I(el-'5- e"-I) + X. i'tu (r) - j (kr) ] (21 + 1) P (cos&) } p';

+ {i(ec--+ e"bl) + " ^ i<[u (r) - j,(kr)] (21 + 1) P (cosG) } Pr,

where cos & = k-r, P£ ̂  and P ^ denote, respectively, the usual spin

and isospin singlet and triplet projection operators. The vanishing at r=0

radial wave functions, asymptotically are

' for S = 1 (4.4)

j.(kr) + T.(k) h (kr) , for S=0 (4.5)

where ht(kr) = -n^tkr) + i j/(kr) , and j.(kr) and n,(kr) are,

respectively, the spherioel Bessel and Neumann functions defined in ref.



The scattering amplitudes T and T can be paramerized

in the standard way in terms of phase shifts and mixing angles. The wave

function (4.5) in spin space of the two nucleons is a direct product of

two 2 2 matrices. For the singlet-singlet transition the projection

operator (4.1) reduces trivially to (21+1) p. (cos8), the singlet-triplet

transition is forbidden by Pauli principle and therefore only triplet-

triplet projection operator is need.

Actually, we shall consider a slightly more general case where the

individual spins of the particles are arbitrary but remain unchanged in the

scattering process. To transform (4.1) to Carthesian basis we insert (4.2)

in (4.1). The product % u' Ph. which appears then in (4.1) can be writtenu' Ph. which appears then in (41) can be written '

as a superposition of irreducible tensor operators

L-o

and the transition to Carthesian basis is accomplished ' by expressing

in terms of the total spin operator S

It should be emphasised that in result of the gradient differentiations,

the left hand side does not depend upon the auxiliary vector x. When

(4.6) and (4.7) are used in (4.1), the summations over magnetic quantum

numbers can be carried out, and one obtains

3
 E C

 4

where the curly bracket denotes 6j coefficient and the scalar functions
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are defined as

YuKłS **<*:> w s - (4-9)
Wtn

The above expression may be further simplified by observing that f ,

can be written as a rank L symmetric, traceless Carthesian tensor

constructed from x, contracted with all possible tensors of rank L'which

could be formed with k' and k . The coefficients multiplying each of these

tensors are functions of only the scattering angle.

For the NN triplet-triplet transition, one has S=l, so that L=0,l,2

and the projection operator will be expressed in terms of one scalar (L=0) ,

one pseudovector (L=l), and three rank-two tensors (L=2) which could be

formed from k' and k . Setting k' = r, the final result, is

= A(cosd) p£ + B(cosff) X (

C(cos&) S(jL(y + D(cos9) S^(r) + E(cos£) S<Ł(n) , (4.10)

where cos© = k-r, n^= kur/sinft , S^k) = 3 O^k CT.k - CT̂-CT

is the standard tensor operator and the functions A, B, C, D, E, are

A(cosf) = 2 ^ X (2J + 1) Pc(cos&), (4.11a)

B(cos&) = ^ t i i [ J ( J + 1) - 1(1 + 1) -2] (2J + 1) [1(1 + 1)]"' sin& P' (cosW ,

C(cos9) = a (f(cos6) + h(cosO-) ]/cos z0-, (4.11c)

D(cosfr) = a [g(cosO-) + h (cos&) ] /cosŁ6" , (4. lid)

E(cosO) = -jC(cosO-) + £D(cos<H + 3a h(cosW , (4.lie)

where
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f(cosO) = K [Pt.(cose")- cos20 Pt (cos©) ] / s i n Ł 9 , (4.12a)

g(cosO) = oC [P t (cos0\- cos2& Pt,(cos8) ]/sin*" 9" , (4.12b)

h(cos^) = oC [ O, sin"0- P " (cosO) - i- P ,(cos6) ] , (4.12c)

a = (-1) i- <2J +1) [6(21 + 1) ] Ł A . 1 > (4.12d)

K. = [5(21' + 1) (21 + l ) f C ^ . , , (4.12e)

= ?L 3 [21(1 + 1 ) ] + (8 t, - 1) 2 [ ( 1 ' + 1 + 2) (1 ' +1)]" ' . (4.12f)

P a r i t y conservation i s seen to be ensured e i t h e r be the 8^. factor,

to

or by the coefficient C i > ( / which vanishes unless l'+l=even.

Equivalent expresions to (4.10) have been obtained in ref. /

The wave function (4.3) is manifestly antisymmetric under the permutation

of all the variables associated with each of the two nucleons. We have

also split the wave function into the incident plane wave and the

scattered wave. This form is rather convenient because the scattered

wave asymptotically becomes t(k',k) exp(ikr)/r where t(k',k) is

the spin dependent scattering amplitude whose partial wave expansion

immediately follows from (4.3) - (4.5). The reduction to any of the

standard representations of t(k',k) used in the literature is rather

straight forward and can be accomplished by expressing the tensor

operators in (4.10) by a different set of operators.

It should be noted that for S=l the NN wave function is specified by

five functions while only four functions are known to be needed for

the T-matrix. There is no contradiction here because in the asymptotic

region C and D functions do not enter separately but will appear only

as a combination C+D. This reduction in the number of functions is

a consequence of time reversal invariance.
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Now, we turn to the more complicated case of the NN -* A N reaction.

To transform the projection operator (4.1) to Carthesian basis

one needs the spin transition operator S which is a 4*2 matrix in spin

space and connects spin 1/2 and spin 3/2 states. In the following we

shall assume that it is nucleon 2 which becomes a delta. The definition

of spin transition operator adopted in this paper is the same as in refs.

where S is defined by the expectation value what fixes the normalization

= <3/2)Ł C^-f*' • (4.13)

The direct product of spin 3/2 and spin 1/2 eigen functions can be again

decomposed in terms of irreducible tensor transition operators

X l{2) I'M2) = (3/2)Ł C ^ " S + (5/2)L C ^ T , (4.14)

where we have suppressed the label 2 on the tensor operators. They can be

written in the form analogous to (4.7)

S = <4jr73)r (S.^M x Y, (x), (4.15)

For particle 1 the spin does not change and we have

Coupling together the spin eigenfunctions of particle 1 and 2, to

form total spin eigenfunction and using (4.14 ) - (4.17 ), the summation

over magnetic quantum numbers could be again carried out and the projection

operator in the Carthesian basis takes the form



V\,, , (k',k) = S • V (A(x,£'/k) + O-.-V B(x,y,k',k) +

+ CT-V fC(x,k',k) +0"-V D(x,y,k',k)]) , (4.18)

where

A(x,k',k) = (43T)1"x a X. cirtV Y-t> ( x ) V * ^ ' ' Y<'«(^)' (4.19a)

, , . ( k ' ) Y (k) , (4 .19b)

C ( x , k ' , k ) = (43| ? x ł c T C C "\ , , Y , _ (x) Y ^ . t k ' ) Y* (k) , ( 4 . 1 9 c )

^ M W ^ ^ V ^ ^ - - ^ 5
 (4'19d)

with the implied summations over all magnetic quantum numbers. The purely-

numerical coefficients a, b , c, d in (4.19) are given in terms of 6j
A ™

and 9j symbols

OC = C-l

( 3 I

J A t 5 , * I

C =: (-0
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A I

The quantum number K specifies the rank of all the irreducible spherical

tensors which can be formed in result of coupling of the x and y dependent

spherical harmonics. The vectors x and y both disappear after gradient

operations have been effected. The functions A and D are pseudoscalar while

B and C are scalar under reflections to ensure scalar property of the

projection operator. Setting k' = r, after simplifications, the projection

operator (4.18) will be finally given in terms of sixteen function of cos 9

k k + C S T+ B S,- k Cr-k + B S_. "r <T.r + B S , - n < T - n + C. S - k a - k + C S - r C T - r +

+ C Sx- n sy.n + D (S-D^ V - n + S^-n cr,-(rr) + D Ł(2S-k ĉ .kcr.<rL - 3SŁ-1c O^.k + S 7)

o OJO^ 35+ D (ZŜ -rr o-j-r OJ.Ô  - 35^. r o;.r + S-6^) + D (2S-n C^-n (7j-rŁ - 3Sx-"n (̂ .n +

-z-k o;-ń + (S?-k o^-n + Ŝ -n 0^-k) o;.k - i(SŁ.tr cr.n + S^-n ST,.

Sj;r (TŁ-r o^.n + (Ŝ . r ̂ n + S-n C^-r) Q;. r - -L{St-C; <T n + S-n ^-1^)] +

2. n tTz-n q;.n - ^(S^CT^.n + Ŝ .n <7J-^ )]

with

A,(cos&) = -i \.^a (21 + 1) [3/1(1 + l)] Łsin0- P^ (cos9)

B( (cos6) = 5t-t bo (21 + 1) P (cosfl) ;

BŁ(cos&) = i St, b̂  (21 + 1) 3 (21(21 + l)]zsine P' (cosw) ;

B (cosfr) = bŁf(cos0)/(l + cos
Ł9 ) ;
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= bŁg(cos9)/(l + cosZQ ) ;

Bs(cosO) = b^hfcosO) ;

C, (cosO) = c [f(cosO) - h(cosfr)]/cosL0 ;

C1(cos6) = c [g(cos6) + h(cos&) ]/cosŁ9- ;

C, (cosfr) = -!• C, (cosfr) +4C(cos6) + 3c h (cosO) ;

D( (cosG) = i &e, d ( 3 [3/1(1 + 1 ) ] * s i n & P'(cosO) ;

D (cosQ) = d, x [ 1 ' d ' + 1) - 1(1 + 1) - 6 ] / [ 8 * 1(1 + 1)] P ; ( c o s 0 ) / c o s e

D (cosO) = d j^octKl + 1) - 1 ' ( 1 ' + 1) - 6 ] / [ 8 T L l ' U ' + D ] P', (cos 6) /cos ^

D^ (cos^) = s in l ©[D i {cos&) - d ^ f t B ' P^'(cos©) ] ;

D s(cos&) = p(cos&) cosZ-f - q(cos&)/cosŁ&

D t (cosG) = - p(cos-O) - q ( c o s & ) / c o s L 0

= 3 D(cosS) + 3 D(cos&) - 5 q<cos0) ;

where

p(cosO) = i d o( t ( 1 ' + 1) (1 - 1' + 3) (1 ' - 1 + 3)/S]* /[21(1 + 1] X

X P' (cosfr)/(sin© cos1"©-) ;

q ( c o s 6 ) = i d rtft, 5 Ł / [ ( 1 + 1 ' - 2 ) ( 1 ' + 1 + 4 ) ( 1 - 1 ' + 3 ) ( 1 ' - 1 + 3 ) ] " i X

. 3
y s i n S e P " ' (COS&-) ;

and «, ft; f ( c o s 6 ) , g ( c o s 6 ) , and h (cos6) have been defined in (4 .12) .

Given t h e p r o j e c t i o n o p e r a t o r (4.21), we are ready to w r i t e down the

wave function LU 0»>t-") d e s c r i b i n g the t r a n s i t i o n KN-»ńN. In the spin

space t h i s wave function i s a Kronecker product of 4<2 and 2x2 m a t r i c e s .

Using (4.21), we have
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where T Ł is the isospin analogue of S and the presence of the operator

T -tr̂  ensures that in the initial and in the final state only states

with isospin 1 will be admitted as required by isospin conservation.

The initial state has been properly antisymmetrized to satisfy Pauli

principle. The radial wave functions, vanishing at r=0, asymptotically

take the form of a spherical wave

( 4 - 2 4 )

where 3? is the £ N c .m. momentum related to k by energy conservation

and t'S115 ^ s t n e partial wave NN-* AN reaction amplitude. The NN

radial wave functions u (4.5), (4.6) and the NN-» AN radial wave

functions (4.24) satisfy a coupled system of multichannel wave equations.

Examples of such equations will be given in sect. 5.

In the above considerations we have assumed outgoing spherical wave

boundary condition because this is appropriate for a scattering problem.

In the case of DWIA, we need the wave function with ingoing rather than

ougoing boundary condition. Denoting by + and - , respectively, the

outgoing and ingoing boundary condition imposed upon the wave function,

one can obtain *V from V , using the relation

<4.25)

Concluding this section we mention briefly the Coulomb interaction.

For charged particles, in (4.3) and (4.23) the following modifications
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have to be introducd. The plane wave has to be replaced by the Coulomb

wave function

e — • e~ e~x 1 f (1 + ih ) F<-iłł 'l/ikr 5. rk- r), (4.

where 'Vi = Z.ZŁ«e*"/k (2^ and Z Ł being the charges of the

interacting particles, fm, is their reuced mass and e = 1/137) and

F denotes the confluent hypergeometric function. The spherical Bessel

and Hankel functions have to be replaced by the regular Y^(i\ , a ) and

irregular G. (i\ , Q ) radial Coulomb wave functions defined in -̂

26)

(* ,P ) + i F (tl , ̂ ) } IP

where Q = kr. The scattering amplitudes introduced in (4.5), (4.6) and

(4.24) become the so called 'nuclear' scattering amplitudes.
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5. Continuum channel approach to the delta width

The inelastic reactions in NN scattering begin at the laboratory kinetic

energy T = 285 MeV and are dominated by a single pion production up to

T Of 1 GeV. The production of two pions below 1 GeV is almost negligible

and the most significant are the three body NNsr final 3tates with some

contribution from dgt state. It was quite early realized that the pion

production in this energy region can be explained, at least qualitatively,

by the isobar model in which the reaction proceeds through the formation

and subsequent decay of nucleon resonances. It is quite obvious that in the

isobar model it is the delta that plays a far more prominent role compared

with other resonances for it is both the most strongly excited and the

lightest pion-nucleon resonance. Although the isobar model is the basic

theoretical ingredient in almost every calculation of NN —• NNir reaction

but the implementation of the isobar idea can be effected in a number of

ways. The simplest approach is to treat the NNjr channel as a quasi

two-body &.N state regarding the delta as a stable particle. The NN

scattering becomes then a two-channel problem via coupling to the AN

channel. The corresponding two-channel {NN, AN) interaction can be

introduced on purely phenomenological grounds, or by generalizing the

one-boson-exchange (OBE) model which has had much success in elastic NN

scattering. Usually, the long range part of the transition NN -* AN

interaction is assumed to be generated by a combination of jr and O

meson exchange while the short range part is treated phenomenologically.

The stable A approximation, however, is highly unrealistic for the

physical delta has a quite sizable width amounting 10% of its mass value

which has to be accounted for. When delta width is ignored there will be

discontinuity in the (1+1)th derivative of the lth radial wave function

in the NN channel at the AN threshold and the coupling to the £± N

channel produces a large cusp in the NN cross section at the opening
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inelastic channel.

The inclusion of the width f of the delta poses a serious problem and

basically three methods have been proposed to overcome this difficulty.

The crudest of them consists in replacing the mass of the delta by a

complex quantity m - LAP and this simple precription removes the
A. &

unphysical cusp behaviour of the NN cross section. This aproach has been

used in a number of papers devoted to the analyses of inelastic NN

scattering where one is really not interested in the NN -•A.N and

£^N —*• A.N amplitudes. However, complex delta mass means that the cm.

momentum in the AN channel becomes also a complex number which makes this

approach totally unacceptable when one wants also to calculate

the NN-*AN cross section. A possible way out is a highly sophisticated
5) to)

three-body approach where the delta is treated as a true •yN resonance

with the delta propagator set to describe properly the pion-nucleon

scattering in the J=3/2, 1=3/2 state. In particular, in this second option

the NN scattering amplitude has no cusp and has the proper logarithmic

behaviour at the NNjf threshold. Unfortunately, this method, although

most appealing, is too complicated to be applied for the deuteron

disintegration considered in this paper. This brings us to the third

possibility where the inclusion of the delta width is implemented by

regarding the AN channel not as a single channel with a fixed delta mass

but rather as a continuum of two-body channels with the corresponding

channel mass varying in a continuous way. For the channel mass distribution

a Breit-Wigner formula seems to be a reasonable choice to introduce the

width of the delta. Introducing continuum of two-body channels, all momenta

are real and the approximation which allows to treat the three-body NN

channel as a two body &N channel boils down to averaging the physical

quantities over the width of the delta. The physical meaning of such

averaging procedure and especially the implications concerning the quasi

two-body phase shifts in the AN channel are discussed in ref. .
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The continuum channel approach was introduced a long time ago by Nauenberg

and Pais who also showed that cusps become in this model 'wooly cusps'.

More recently, the same idea has been use7r>y Lomon and collaborators

for a two channel treatment of inelastic NN scattering in their extension

of the boundary condition model.

The model of the delta developed in this paper is basically

non-relativistic (apart from kinematics) and based on the continuum channel

approach. In our model building vre have had to settle for a compromise

in order to arrive at a flexible and simple calculational scheme and yet

realistic enough and being capable of reproducing satisfactorily the

inelastic NN scattering data. In search for the least serious sacrifice

to achieve this goal we decided to use phenomenological potentials to

describe the forces. Furthermore, we confined our attention to just two

sets of coupled two channel problems taking *D -» S and "*F -»rP

transitions as the only contributors to the Ui (k,r)

wave function. This particular choice is quite obvious as the ( D and F

partial wave scattering amplitudes are known to have structures which

manifest themselves as loops in the corresponding Argand diagrams, quite

similar to a resonant behaviour. In order to reduce the number of

amplitudes that are coupled together, we disregarded completely the dor

channel and truncated the AN states keeping states with the lowest angular

momentum neglecting the transitions 't) -» *fr f]f ^ and ^ -• f ^ F f ff

The latter approximation is justified by the fact that the final state

interaction in the case of these states would be strongly suppressed

by the centrifugal barrier. In either of our two channel problems specified

above we represent the underlying interaction matrix in the form of a rank

one separable potential. Ignoring for a moment the problem of the finite

width of the delta, the potential matrix in the momentum space projected

on the selected set of angular momentum states, is taken to be

<k'|v:. ( k> = - g.(k') &-. g.(k) ; i, j = 0,1 (5.1)
o a a
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where 0 and 1 denote, respectively, the NN and AN channels and X - are
q

potential depth parameters. We simplified the notation by suppressing all

the quantum number specifying states. Suppose now, for a moment, that the

delta was a stable particle of mass M. For each partial wave the half

off-shell scattering amplitude <k' \ T.. (W)1 k> satisfies a coupled channel

Lippmann-Schwinger equation

<k[T. -
1 u ł

< I C ' I T (W)l k. > , ( 5 . 2)

where the index on the momentum indicates the appropriate channel and

the normalization of the on-shell T-matrix i s fixed by the relat ion to

i (̂ Lh Hits SfcC-Hon bo^f ACiA 5j"lt>°ls dtnok.'Yna

the S-matrix: S = 1 + 2 i k i I vS- . I The on-shell solution of eq. (5.2)

- I
can be conveniently written as T = N D with

• /

NT =

D =

where

At k^ = 0, i . e . at the AN threshold J (W) has a branch point and
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therefore the same branch point will be present in the scattering

amplitude giving rise to the above mentioned cusp behaviour.

We wish now to include the width of the delta using the continuum

channel approach. As a preliminary step we introduce first its discretized

version, i.e. we consider the NN channel coupled with n channels where in

each of them there is a nucleon and a delta of mass M. .We take the
o

sequence of masses M rH,, . .., M to be peaked about the mass of the

delta in with a spread corresponding to the width of the delta. When the

forces (5.1) do not distinguish between any of the n channels, the (n+1)

channel problem is no more difficult than a two channel problem. In

particular, to obtain the on-shell NN amplitude <k
0\

T
0c>*

wHIS>> t h e o n lY

change to be made is in the dispersion integral for the delta, which now

takes the form

where k. denotes the channel momentum corresponding to the mass M-

The new dispersion integral (5.6) has n branch points at each of the

n thresholds and the amplitude will have n cusps. But now we go to the

continuum limit replacing the summation over n channels by a suitable

integration over the delta mass with a weighting function p (M) , for

which a judicious choice is

and the parameters m and P are identified with the mass and width of

the delta, respectively. The parameter O in (5.7) is fixed by normalization

with U. being the pion mass. The continuum limit can be alsc looked at as
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averaging over the delta width. This averaging has important consequences

for the dispersion integral (5.6) because the branch points become now

integrable singularities in the integration over H and eventually disappear

from the dispersion integral. Denoting by <> the averaging over the delta

width, the limiting procedure n-»• oo , yields

l ' ar I

The above averaging makes the NN amplitude free from cusps and

our scheme is now complete. The NN inelastic amplitude is obtained from

(5.3) and (5.4) with (5.8) replacing J., (W) in (5.4).

Despite its simplistic origin the inelastic NN amplitude shows quite

a rich analytic structure in the complex W plane via the dependence upon

Ja (W) and <J/.(W)>. The integral J (W) introduces just the kinematic

branch cut from 2m to infinity. The integral (5.8) will have branch

points whenever the singularities of the integrand pinch, or coincide

with the lower integration limit. We shall discuss here only two of

them located closest to the region of physical interest: (i) the end point

singularity at W = 2m + u. ( ]f NN logarithmic branch point), and, (ii) the

AN square root branch point at W = m + m - i^r resulting from the pinch

of the pole in o(M) and the singularity of the denominator in (5.8).

Similar analytic structure follows from the OTNN three-body model

calculations. Analytic continuation through the above mentioned cuts leads

to adjacent Riemann sheets. From the physical sheet (numbered here as

sheet 1) through the cut starting at 2m, but below the orNN cut, we enter

sheet 2 (2m < Re W< 2m + fł ; Im W < 0) . Crossing through both NN and 3TNN

cuts (Re W > 2m + u ; Im W < 0) we find sheet 3 which is second NN and JNN

sheet but first sheet of the AN cut. From sheet 3 through the AN cut at

m + m - ii-T we can reach sheet 4 which is the second sheet for all the
a. L

cuts (Re W - m - m > 0; Im W < 0). Poles on sheets 2-4 may be interpreted
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as resonances, or dibaryons.

The coupled radial wave functions u(r) and v(r) (quantum numbers

suppressed) introduced in section 4 can be obtained from the expression

v(r) = <k

[W -

where 1 and L is the angular momentum of the NN and the AN channel,

respectively. The kN channel momentum k depends upon the current delta

mass M which is a variable to be integrated out when the summation over all

delta masses is performed in (3.12).

The coupled channel approach developed above allows also to simulate

a situation where dibaryonic resonances might appear on account of

the presence of exotic channels (e.g. six quarks states) whose nature

generally speaking is unknown and does not have to be specified. This can

be accomplished by adding by hand the CDD poles. Indeed, the two-channel

unitarity will still be maintained when the dispersion integrals (5.5)

are modified by adding to them an arbitrary pole term (CCD poles)

J. (W) > J. (W) = J. (W) + c./(W-WCJ>i>) , (5.11)

where c. and W^^ are real constants. The two channel unitarity

Im T = T+T C

with 0-= S;- k • 9(W - w. ) where w. denotes j-th threshold can be rewritten



as Im T* = - 9

and is seen to be satisfied by T given by (5.3) and (5.4). We have

Im T "' = (Im D) JT~' = (- J N) N"1 = - o

and the above formula remains unchanged after the substitution (5.11)

has been made.

In this work the form factors g.(k) in (5.1) have been adopted as

g. (k) = k c /(k Ł + P-, . )

where 1 is the orbital momentum in channel j and A. is a range parameter.

The parameters which enter the potentials (5.1)have been determined from

the inelastic NN scattering data. As mentioned above, we concentrated our

attention on two sets of two coupled together partial waves, viz. (''D , S )

and (3F , P ) . In each case the underlying potentials (5.1) contained

five adjustable parameters: three depths ^j_- and two range parameters p •

The results of our fit are shown in figs. 1 and 2 where we display the NN

phase shifts and inelasticities as functions of the incident lab. kinetic

•)«.)

energy T . The experimental data are from Arndt et al. .The parameters of
kin,

the potentials adjusted from the best fit are tabulated in Table I where

we introduced dimensionless strength parameters

In the actual integration over the delta mass we truncated the integrals

over M setting .he upper limit at 5m. It is interesting to note that in

both consir" red here cases the force in the NN channel is repulsive and the

necessary attraction comes from the off-diagonal potential. There are poles

in the T-matrix close to &N threshold and in each of the two considered

cases they are located on sheet 3. They may be interpreted as dibaryons

but of course this should not be taken too seriously in view of the

simplistic nature of our model.



6. The two-body scattering amplitudes

The recent acquisitions of the new nucleon-nucleon scattering data,

especially from high intensity accelerators, have enriched significantly

the available data base improving the comprehensive analyses which have

been extended up to 1.1 GeV laboratory kinetic energy. Despite the

impresive progress achieved, however, the persisting dramatic imbalance in

the abundance of the pp and np data has been exacerbated with the added

data. Consequently, the resulting 1=1 partial wave scattering parameters,

i.e. the phase shifts and inelasticities, have been extracted from a much

better statistics than the 1=0 parameters. To obtain the scattering

parameters both the energy dependent (i.e. covering certain energy range)

and energy independent (i.e. for a number of selected energies) fits have

been carried out. We shall use as input either of these fits to construct

the NN scattering amplitudes adopting always the published values rather

than using the dial-in facility SAID. The NN amplitudes have been obtained

in this work by effective summation of partial waves up to J=4, whose

parameters have been taken from the fits in refs. . The partial

waves with higher angular momenta are in ' assumed to be given by a

one-pion-exchange (OPE) mechanism. In order to avoid double counting we

first subtracted the OPE contribution from the fitted partial waves with

J<4 before summing them up, and then added the full OPE amplitude in a

closed form which is an exact sum of all OPE partial waves. This procedure

allows also to add a form factor at the 3TNN vertex, mainly for reason

of consistency with the NN-» A N amplitude where a form factor is needed.

The simplest choice consists in the replacement

w, -* w,

where g-N|J - 14 is the 3( NN coupling constant, t is the four momentum
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transfer squared and A is a cut-off constant.

The form of the NN amplitude for a given isospin 1=0,1, adopted in this

paper is identical with that introduced by Bystricky et al. J

Here, k. and k" are unit vectors in the direction of the incident and

scattered momenta in the cms, respectively, and the amplitudes a ,...., e

are complex functions of two variables, the cm scattering angle and energy.

The three mutually orthogonal unit vectors 1, m, n, are

The partial wave expansions for the amplitudes a,...,e are given in refs. ,

.q)
whereas ref. ' provides the relationship of the amplitude (6.2) to other

choices which have appeared in the literature. It should be emphasised that

despite of the manifestly non-covariant form, expression (6.2) is fully

relativistic. Following the argument of Hoshizaki •> ,

relativistically the spin of a nucleon is defined in the particle rest

frame and the transformation to the rest frame is provided by the familar

Lorentz boost operator acting on a Dirac spinor. The point now is, that the

boost operator behaves as a positive energy projection operator, so that

only operators which do not mix large and small components of a Dirac spinor

have the chance to survive in the covariant T-matrix which therefore can be

written in the form (6.2). This argument remains valid as long as pair



creation is being ignored.

The pp scattering differential cm cross section takes a simple form

whereas the corresponding np cross section is

To test how reliable are the reconstructed amplitudes a,....e, we have

confronted with experiment the calculatd pp and np differential cross

sections at energies very close to the case of interest. The results are

displayed in figs. 3, 4 and are quite satisfactory. The calculated cross

sections remain unchanged when in the summed partial waves we switch from

energy dependent to energy independent fit. This finding provides further

confirmation of the consistency of the reconstructed amplitudes. There is

no visible difference whether we use the parametres form ref. ' , or from

The last thing to be done before the NN input amplitudes could be pluged

in tttt DWIA matrix element (3.7), is a transformation from the cm. to the

laboratory system. The transformation from cm. to the laboratory system

for particles with spin involves Wigner spin rotation. The corresponding

rotation operator is a product of three Lorentz transformations and can be

obtained by performing in sequence a boost from rest to cm. system,

Lorentz transformation from c m . to the laboratory frame, and, finally

a boost from the laboratory to the rest frame. An alternative way is to

consider a Lorentz invariant scalar



(6.6)

where u(p) dnotes a Dirac spinor. The above expression can be evaluated

directly in either the cm., or the laboratory frame

where X», , are Pauli spinors. Since the two operators in (6.7) «?CM and

S|_/\& differ by rotation, we have

( 6" 8 )

with the rotation axis n perpendicular to the scattering plane (6.2) .

Knowing S r M and O _ in (6.7), we can calculate the rotation angles

n o '*) W")
&LA and iV. Ł , ending up with the well known result y

with

where v is the scattering angle and 5 Ł is the total energy in the cm.

frame.

Our KN input is complete: suppressing the isospin labels, the required

laboratory NN amplitude, is

(6.10)



with t ̂ (1,2) given by (6.2).

We turn now to the NN -> £± N input. To obtain the reaction amplitude we

adopt the one-pion-exchange model as developed by Dmitriev et al. '

Two diagrams will contribute to the NN -> ̂ N reaction amplitude: (i) direct

diagram (t-channel exchange), and, <ii) crossed diagram (u-channel

exchange). At the corresponding vertices form factors have been introduced,

the same for both jfNN and 3t A N junctions, with the pa ramet riz at ion given

by (6.1). Finite size of the & width is accounted for by smearing the

mass around the central value m, . Accordingly, the A off-shell

correction is included at the delta production vertex, so that the modified

form factor depends upon two variables, t and the delta mass M. More

explicitly, they set at the I A N vertex

Ł

.A1" - -fc

with 3^ =0.2 GeV , l\ = 0.63 GeV, and

When t = |U , and M is set equal to the effective 3TN mass, k becomes the

!KN momentum in the cm. frame.

To make the NN->A N amplitude directly applicable as input in DWIA matrix

element, it is convenient to calculate this amplitude in the laboratory

frame. Without any further approximations the t-channel exchange diagram,

yields
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where S Ł and ^ denote, respectively, the spin and isospin transition

operators, f = 2.202 is the 3T/A N coupling constant and the other symbols

are: oi^ CpW"^ , *\ = Ctf + m'S^ Ł= C^+M'A

The u-channel exchange contribution is slightly more complicated

VX
r<rTtr

where (- Î JP ) is spin-isospin (12) exchange operator. The NN-* A N amplitude

will be a sum of the t-channel and u-channel terms

The p meson exchange contribution advocated by some authors could

have been easily added but has been disregarded here. At the considered

energy the Jr meson sems to be the dominant contributor, especially that

the lack of of the ^ exchange has been probably compensated to a large

extend by suitable adjustment of the parameters, these entering the

form factor and also the parameter !X multiplying the NN-ł AN amplitude

in formula (3.12). To demonstrate that the o is not really needed we

compare the results of the calculation based on one-pion-exchange model

with the experimental data on the pp-> A n reaction at I.. = 970 MeV,

only slightly higher than the value T = 961 MeV as appropriate in

the dp-» pnp experiment under consideration. In fig. 5 we present the



cross section versus neutron kinetic energy, fig. 6 displays the JV p

invariant mass distribution and the angular distribution of neutrons in

the c m . system is given in fig. 7 . The agreement is quite satisfactory

and in the dp-* pnp reaction some further fine tuning is still possible

by adjusting the parameter -n

In the dp-» pnp reaction the delta appears only in the intermediate

state and therefore the transition matrix element W L depends only

upon the three nucleon spin operators. The spin transition operator b>z

which enters (3.11) will eventually disappear from YTL because the

operator S>L is also present in the £>N wave function. Formally, this comes

about by repetitive use of the formula

where a and b are arbitrary vectors. Analogous relation holds for the

isospm transition operator l

Ł
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7. Comparison with experiment

Having assembled in the preceeding sections all the necessary

ingredients consisting the input, i.e. the elementary scattering

amplitudes and the wave functions, we are able to calculate the deuteron

break-up transition amplitude TS[.. Inserting (4.3), (4.23), (6.10) and

(6.15) in (3.12), one ends up with an extremely complicated expression

for [772.1 which in the most general case may contain hundreds of terms.

This is mainly a consequence of the very rich spin structure of the

amplitude and ^y (k, r) which, as discussed in sect. 4,

requires alone sixteen different spin operators. Furthermore, each spin

dependent term in "̂ Y}_ is given as an overlap integral in which exp(i^q«r)

is sandwiched between the initial deuteron state and the final state

consisting of the interacting pair NN or AN wave function in the

continuum. Spin averaging, after taking square of the modulus of iflfL ,

straight forward but tedious, is done in a standard way by calculating

traces of the spin matrices in the three nucleon spin space. In fact,

this needs to be done only for one nucleon and every other combination

of spin matrices for the remaining two nucleons corresponds to some

ig\

polarization or depolarization tensor which can be found in ref. J .

Finally, the spin averaged cross section must be integrated over angles,

i.e. over dz and dcos0 , as indicated in (3.25).

To reduce the computational effort, we selected among several other

possibilities the Paris 'and Bonn ' potentials for generating our NN

wave functions. These potentials provide a realistic description of the

NN dynamics and this choice happens to be exceptionally convenient from the

computational point of view. Naturally, the convenience does not stem

from any particular form of these potentials but results merly from the

fact that just for these potentials equivalent separable representations

are available in the literature J , This brings major simplifications

because the NN wave functions and the partial wave amplitudes can be both
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obtained in an analytic form. In consequence, most of the overlap

integrals and even the final integration over dz, can be performed

analytically, dramatically cutting down computations. Of course, the

quality of the separable replicas had been first thoroughly checked

by evaluating the overlap integrals both ways using first the exact wave

functions and subsequently their separable representations and comparing

the obtained results. In particular, we insisted that the orthogonality of

the deuteron wave function with the continuum ^S^ - D wave function,

for any value of the momentum k, should be maintained numerically .

It is of some importance to use at least two differnt NN potentials as

this may shed some light on how sensitive are the deuteron disintegration

spectra to the off-shell behaviour of the NN forces. In the previous

calculations the forces in the iSt - iD state were represented in a form

of a rank-one separable potential whose form factor had been pinned down

from the knowledge of the momentum space deuteron wave function. This

procedure automatically ensures the just mentioned orthogonality. By

adopting a realistic deuteron wave function, the ensuing JS ( phase shift

is in a reasonable agreement with experiment. However, the *D( phase shift

remains negative only very close to threshold and then rapidly changes

sign turning positive in qualitative disaccord with the data. Also the

mixing angle comes out with the opposite sign. These discouraging features

are probably connected with the fact that the corresponding T-matrix

for *S - D states is somewhat pathological in that the determinant

of T vanishes identically forcing one eigenphase always to be zero at

all energies. However, in the spectra analysed in refs. the error

connected with the incorrect 3D final state interaction was probably

negligible in comparison with the error induced by adopting the rather

crude spin independent NN scattering amplitudes.

The number of interacting partial waves has been set empirically by

adding gradually higher partial waves one by one until the calculated



cross section ceased to show a noticible difference. In practice,

centrifugal barrier rapidly suppresses the contribution from states with

large 1 so that there was no need to go beyond the D wave. We made one

exception by including the $F wave which is coupled with the AN

channel. It should be reiterated here that the two waves (*DŁ and i F^ )

which are assumed to be coupled with the AN channel have not been

calculated from the local NN potential but are obtained from a multichannel

separable potential, as described in sect. 5 .

Inserting the wave functions (4.3) and (4.23) in the matrix element

(3.12), it is useful to split 7TTL into three parts

where in the quasi-free term iYL C only the plane wave part of Y (k,r)

is used while the scattered wave part of IP (k,r) gives rise to the

final state interaction term "2T3Q.4 c . Each of the three terms in (7.1)

may be illustrated by a diagram as displayed in fig. 8 although it

should be emphasized that they are not Feynman diagrams. The quasi-free

term can be factorized into two parts: the free space NN scattering

amplitude times 4^, (-̂q + k) where 4* C^")

is the deuteron wave function in the momentum space. It is also the

quasi-free term that usually dominates in (7.1) and the two corrective

terms in most cases can be discerned only under special kinematical

conditions. Since it will be our intention later on to reduce the

background due to quasi-free scattering, it is appropriate to study first

some of the qualitative features of the quasi-free scattering. In fig. 9

we present the pd-»pnp transition rate for the direct channel

versus np effective mass for different scattering angles. The most

characteristic feature of the quasi-free scattering is a prominent peak

in the effective mass distribution. The position of this peak shifts
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towards larger effective masses when the scattering angle increases and

at the same time the peak gets broader with decreasing height. The

behaviour of the curves in fig. 9 can be explained, at least

qualitatively, by the factor | Ą* (£<j-ŁN present in the cross section (for

simplicity we disregard the deuteron D-state). Indeed, since the deuteron

wave function has a sharp maximum at the origin, the rate will have

a peak at k~iq. The momentum transfer q rapidly increases when the

scattering angle increases and therefore the peak will be shifted towards

larger k values and hence larger effective masses. The height of the

quasi-free peak drops down with the increasing scattering angle because

the NN scattering amplitude does so.

As seen froTti fig. 9 by imposing cuts on the scattering angle

the quasi-free peak can be confined to small effective masses suppressing

the quasi-free contribution in the region of larger effective masses.

The quasi-free peak could be almost completely extinguished by imposing

cuts on the spectator momenta, as seen in fig. 10. Non-relativistically,

the argument J-q - k of the deuteron wave function entering the

quasi-free matrix element is the momentum of the spectator. By imposing

a cut on the spectator momenta we remove the region where |TJ I n a s a

sharp maximum and the quasi-free peak will be depressed.

The size of the correction due to the final state interaction is

examined in figs. 11 and 12, where we set ^ = 0. In the direct

channel (cf. fig. 11), final state interaction is a large effect and

in result of destructive interference between quasi-free and fsi terms

the rate is considerably suppressed. This remains in a sharp contrast

with the charge exchange process shown in fig. 12 where the final

state interaction correction is rather small and the interference

is, at least close to threshold, constructive increasing the total rate

slightly. The final state interaction shown in these two figs, is

dominantly due to S-waves, i.e. the J S wave for the direct channel and
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*S wave in the charge exchange channel. However, both of these S-wave

forces are known to be of comparable strength and yet they induce here

markedly different corrections. To explain this phenomenon let us for

a moment neglect the spin dependence of the NN amplitude writting the

transition matrix elements for the two disintegration channels, as

where in "^hjj^- w® also neglected the isospin flip term which is small

in comparison with the isospin no-flip term. In the limit q-fO the

integral in (7.2) is bound to vanish because the continuum wave function

must necessarily be orthogonal for all k to the deuteron wave function.

This does not have to be the case for the integral in (7.3) for the two

wave functions differ in isospin and do not result irom the same

hamiltonian. In other words, in the direct process, for q-+0, the

interference term between T , . and ^lj- must be negative to cancel

completely the remaining terms, i.e. the sum ITTZ^^. 1 +• I ̂ 24;+ I

Although, in fact, q never goes to zero for the deuteron disintegration

processes studied here, but nevertheless the interference terra is still

very large and negative, causing especially for small q a good deal of

cancellation. Also, for spin dependent T even in the limit q-*0 , in

general, the cancellation will not be complete. The limiting procedure

q —» 0 provides an important cross-check for the calculated rate and it

is a non-trivial exercise to achieve numerically the correct cancellation

after averaging over spins.

We turn now to the detailed comparison with experiment of the calculated

rates as functions of the effective mass of the two slow nucleons imposing

various cuts both on the scattering angle and on the spectator momentum.
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All three terms in (7.1) have now been included in the calculations. The

parameter 0\ has been adjusted to the charge exchange data and then used

in the calculation of the rates in the direct channel. The absolute cross

sections are very sensitive to the input NN scattering amplitudes but

come about right up to a factor between 1 and 3. Since we are mainly

interested in the shapes of the spectra the calculated rates presented

below have all been normalized to the total number of events.

We begin our discussion with the charge exchange break-up. In fig. 13

the total sample for charge exchange channel is presented with no cuts.

The theory predicts a pronounced secondary maximum at about 2.18 GeV

due to the opening of the &N channel. This maximum is r> ,t so well

discerned in the data but the overall agreement between theory and

experiment is quite good. In order to separate the quasi-free and the AN

peaks, kinematical cuts should be introduced. In figs. 14 and 15 we

present the pp effective mass distributions in which the scattering angle

is, respectively, in the interval O°jC & < 10° and 10 < 0 <_ 20 .

-t
The two peaks are in fig. 14 much better separated than in fig. 13 but

there is still too much of quasi-free background. To suppress the latter

cuts in the spectator momentum p are needed. In fig. 16 we have as before

° a *0 <_ u_< 10 but now p > 0 .1 GeV/c. The quasi-free peak is suppressed and the

two peak structure of the data becomes apparent. The locations and widths

of these peaks have been reproduced in the calculation, although in the

valley between the two peaks the calculated rate seems to be

systematically too small. The narrow spike close to threshold is caused by

the So final statt -.eraction. Unfortunately, with bins as large as

20 MeV nothing can .' concluded on the very existence of such effect.

It would be very interesting to examine the region close to threshold

with better statistics and resolution. The quasi-free peak is depressed

even more in fig. 17 and 18 where the spectator momentum cut-off has been

increased to 0.2 GeV/c. The A N peak is in fig. 17 even higher than the
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quasi-free peak and this feature is also apparent in the theoretical

curve. In fig. 19 the quasi-free peak disappeared completely in result of

a cut at p > 0.3 GeV/c where to enrich the statistics the scattering angle

interval has been increased to 0<t><15 . The only peak present in fig. 19

is due to the A.N mechanism and the shape of this distribution agrees

rather well with our theoretical .prediction. With p >_ 0.35 GeV/c the

quasi-free scattering contribution is almost completely suppressed as seen

in fig. 20 where we make no cut in the scattering angle. The A N peak is

very prominent and quite well explained by the theory. We show also for

comparison the rate calculated without the A N contribution (dashed line)

where the dashed curve has been normalized so that the sharp spike close

to threshold has the same height in both cases. This spike results from

•*SO interaction and becomes visible after quasi-free background has been

removed.

In figs. 2 1 - 2 ? we present the results for the direct channel. We

begin with the total sample, i.e. the effective np mass distribution

without cuts, shown in fig. 21. There is only a single peak there which

can be attributed to the quasi-free scattering strongly distorted (cf.

fig. 11) by the final state interaction. The shoulder at about 2.1 GeV has

nothing to do with the final state interaction being merely a reflection

of a large backward nucleon-nucleon scattering cross section. There is

a backward scattering peak present in the reconstructed np scattering

amplitude but there are no data available for large angles scattering

to confirm that. Overall agreement of the theory and experiment in fig. 21

is very good. The actual position and the detailed shape of the qua3i-free

peak are very sensitive to the final state interaction, not only in the

S-wave but also in higher waves. In fig. 22 we present the effective mass

distribution imposing two cuts: the scattering angle is in the interval

0 < 6 < 15 and the spectator momenta are cut at p >_ 0.1 GeV/c. The

agreement between theory and experiment is still very good. There seems to
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be a tiny structure in the data at 2.12 GeV. This structure becomes more

significant in fig. 23 where the angular interval is the same but the cut

on the spectator momentum has been increased to p^ >. 0.2 GeV/c. Theory does

not do as well as before: the position of the quasi-free peak seems to be

slightly displaced, the theoretical curve shows a second maximum

associated with the strong £.N threshold at 2.18 GeV, not present in the

data, and at 2.12 GeV theory predicts actually a minimum rather than a

maximum. In fig. 24 the cut on the spectator momentum has been set at

p >_ 0.3 GeV/c (angular interval as in figs. 22 and 23) what is sufficient

to remove the quasi-free peak so that the narrow structure at 2.12 GeV

becomes conspicuous. Theory agrees with the data in the quasi-free region

but the AN peak is probably too strong. There is no trace at all of a

narrow maximum at 2.12 GeV. In figs. 25 and 28 the cuts are,

respectively, at p^ > 0.3 GeV/c and at p4 >_ 0.35 GeV/c and in both cases

the angular interval has been increased to 0 < W" < 20 . A distinct and

very narrow peak { V < 10 MeV) is seen at 1.95 GeV in fig. 25 . This

is the first report of this signal. The theory gives instead a broad,

interference maximum at about 2.0 GeV, whereas the experiment indicates

apart from the peak at 1.95 GeV a build-up of an another enhancement at

2.02 GeV, the latter being much more pronounced in fig. 28 . Comparing

figs. 25 - 27 one can see that the narrow peak at 1.95 GeV originates

from a surprisingly narrow angular (15 < & < 20° ) and spectator

momentum interval (0.3 < p < 0.35 GeV/c) which explains why it has

escaped detection in the past. The structure at 2.12 GeV is very prominent

in figs. 25 and 28. Furthermore, there is an intriguing systematic build-up

of events at about 2.28 GeV which the present theory does not reproduce

either. The next higher in mass strong threshold corresponding to the

opening of the NN*"(1440) channel will be at 2.38 GeV which is too far away

and can hardly offer an expalnation. The final state interaction in a

higher partial wave could in principle produce a peak at 2.28 GeV but the
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contribution of waves higher than the D wave has been found to have

negligible effects. Finally, in fig. 29 we present the effective mass

distribution for all scattering angles and the spectator momentum cut-off

set at p^> 0.35 GeV/c. Three enhancements at threshold, ał- 2.02 GeV and at

2.12 GeV are clearly seen in the experimental data as well as some

accumulation of events at 2.2 8 GeV. The theoretical curve shows a three

peak structure: the sharp spike close to threshold due to the strong final

state interaction in the "'s - 3D wave, the broad peak at about 2.0 GeV

caused by interference between quasi-free and fsi contribution, and a

maximum due to the strong AN threshold at 2.18 GeV. Only the final state

interaction spike is in a good agreement with the data. The interference

peak at 2.0 GeV is too broad albeit at the correct location. Again, the

data show the presence of a narrow structure at 2.12 GeV and an excess of

events at 2.28 GeV and neither of them has been reproduced by our theory.
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8. Discussion

We have analysed a number of effective mass spectra of the two slow

nucleons in both the direct and the charge exchange channel. In order to

expose the effects caused by the final state interaction, we have had to

suppress the dominating quasi-free scattering background by imposing

various kinematical cuts. This procedure has revealed interesting narrow

structures in some of the effective mass spectra.

The transition rate has been calculated using two-channel distorted wave

impulse approximation. The input NN—*• NN spin dependent amplitudes have been

reconstructed by summation of partial waves, whereas the NN—»• A N amplitudes

have been obtained from a one-pion-exchange mechanism. The corresponding

two-body cross sections have been shown to be in a good agreement with

experiment. The final state interaction between the two slow nucleons has

been included by generating the NN wave function in the continuum using

Paris or Bonn ' NN potentials for this purpose. We have also developed

a quite general formalism which allows to construct the wave function in the

Carthesian basis for two particles of arbitrary spin. Since the NN

potentials have been devised for elastic NN scattering, to include

inelasticity in the final state interaction, we have introduced explicitly

the A N channel in two partial waves, i.e. in łD^ and iFi . These two

partial waves required special treatment in order to reproduce the

structures revealed in the corresponding partial wave parameters which

had been by some authors interpreted as dibaryonic resonances. The coupling

to the A N channel was confined to two partial waves only, i.e. to

Ŝ _ and P , respectively, and the two-channel potential matrix for

each case was adopted in the form of a sparable potential. The parameters

of the potential have been adjusted by fitting the experimental NN phase

shifts and inelasticities. The finite width of the delta was accounted for

by replacing the AN channel by a continuum of two-body channels in which



the mass of the delta was allowed to vary and had a distribution given

by the Breit-Wigner formula.

In general, the quasi-free scattering dominates the pd—• pnp transition

rate and the corresponding effective mass distribution shows a prominent

peak whose location, width and height depend upon the scattering angle.

For small scattering angles the peak is very narrow and located close

to the threshold. With the increasing scattering angle the peak moves

away fr."ti the threshlod, its width increases and its height decreases.

The final state interaction distorts the quasi-free scattering and its

effect is quite large in the direct channel and ratheL small in the charge

exchange channel. In the direct channel there is a destructive interference

between quasi-free scattering and final state interaction resulting in a

substantial suppression of the cross section.

The Coulomb interaction is important only very close to threshold for

the cm. energies less than 5 MeV and gives rise to two corrections which

go in opposite directions tending to cancel each other. The first

correction is provided by the usual Gamov factor, the second is the

distortion of the overlap integral caused by replacing the plane wave

by the Coulomb wave function.

There is very little off-shell dependence and the results obtained by

using Paris or Bonn potentials are practically the same.

The effects of the AN channel are very prominent in the charge exchange

deuteron break-up whereas in the direct channel the large isospin non-flip

amplitude gives the dominant contribution and the delta effects are less

pronounced. In general, the two-step process, via &N channel gives rise to

a strong wooly cusp which is seen in the effective mass spectrum as a broad

maximum. However, to expose the AN threshold peak, the large quasi-free

background has been suppressed by imposing kinematical cuts, either on the

scattering angle, or on the spectator momentum. By contrast, the individual

interacting partial waves are not capable of generating peaks of their own
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even though the partial wave cross sections in the states *DŁ and F̂

show pronounced narrow maxima. The reason that these peaks are not

repeated in the effective mass spectra is that the corresponding amplitudes

are multiplied by overlap integrals which have a maximum close to the

NN threshold and then fall-off rapidly. These integrals are responsible

for the suppression of all the elastic amplitudes, away from threshold

especially for large 1. This is the reason why the effects of the

strong final state interaction are discernable only close to threshold.

The NN-»AN partial waves are multiplied by an overlap integral which

reaches maximum close to the A N threshlold and this enhances the

contribution from the *D -• S and F,-» P, transition amplitudes

(also 1 is less by two units) . In the effective mass spectra we see

therefore only the latter transition amplitudes modulated by the

corrresponding overlap integrals, whereas the contribution from

their elastic counterpart amplitudes is almost negligible. This result

emphasises once more the importance of the transition amplitudes.

Our two channel potential has been adjusted to the inelastic NN-»NN

scattering data but there is no guarantee that the ensuing transition

amplitudes have been adequately determined. There is no way to know

that until their values have been extracted from the inelastic scattering

data.

In the direct channel the effective mass distributions show three narrow

peaks at 1.95, 2.02 and 2.12 GeV, respectively, and some accummulation of

events at 2.28 GeV. Theory predicts only a much broader peak at about

2.02 GeV resulting from interference between quasi-free scattering and final

state interaction. The shape of this peak changes when the cuts are varied.

The experimental signals at 1.95 GeV and 2.02 GeV both fall within the

broad interference peak as if the latter had a fine structure.



The peak at 2.12 GeV is remarkably stable in position when the kinematical

cuts are varied and completely unaccounted for by theory. There is no trace

of such structure in the charge exchange channel but it is not clear whether

this is because the statistics is down by a factor of about 0.2, or because

its dynamical origin is such that it occurs only for isospin 1=0. The peak

is rather distant from the NN threshold so if it was to be explained by

elastic NN interaction it would have to be a higher wave. We have examined

this possibility but it turns out that waves higher than D wave are

suppressed by the centrifugal barrier and give negligible contribution.

The other possibility is that the peak results from the coupled channel

(NN, AN) dynamics, which could be inadequately represented by our

two-channel treatment. However, if this was the case the peaks would be even

more prominent in the charge exchange break-up where the AN channel effects

are much stronger because they compete with relatively small isospin flip

amplitude, whereas in the direct break-up they compete with large isospin

non-flip amplitude. The above point could be illustraded by putting in by

hand a resonance into the (NN, hit) system by adding a CDD pole in (5.11) and

adjusting the parameters so that the peak at 2.12 GeV is reproduced. As

expected, in charge exchange channel this generates a peak which is

comparable in size with the quasi-free peak. The CDD poles may simulate the

coupling to some exotic channels, e.g. six quark bags. The CDD poles may be

also added to a 1=0 partial wave so that the charge exchange spectra will

remain unchanged and the peak in the direct channel could be fitted.

However, adding ad hoc a 1=0 resonance would lead to a conflict with the

results of phase shift analyses and is not a promising avenue. The other

alternative is to include explicitly sub-nucleonic degrees of freedom in the

deuteron break-up but this would be a formidable task which requires a

completely different approach beyond the scope of this investigation.

In the present state of affairs, it would be extremely helpful to
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establish whether the narrow peaks seen in the direct channel are also

present in the charge exchange break-up. Should their absence be confirmed

by experiments with better statistics, then this would indicate that the

peaks originate from a dynamical mechanism operating only in isospin 1 = 0.

One of us (A. D.) wishes to thank Roger Barrett for a warm hospitality

experienced when he was visiting the University of Surrey and for arranging

these visits. SERC finantial support under contract GR/G36869 is gratefully
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Table I. The values of the strength and range parameters for the potentials

(5.1). Negative s corresponds to repulsion. The critical values of

s necessary for supporting a bound state for a single channel case

are: 1, 4, 8, 64/5, for 1 = 0 , 1, 2, 3, respectively. The values

of the delta mass and width in formula (5.7) have been adopted

to be m^ = 1.2 GeV and ^ =0.12 GeV.

s<

^(GeV)

^<GeV)

-0.4624

0.6239

1.530

0.2730

0.8008

-2.638

3.115

1.623

0.4288

0.9435
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Fig. 1 The nucleon-nucleon 1D^ state phase shift (full squares) and

inelasticity (open circles) vs lab. kinetic energy. The data and

the definition of inelasticity are from ^ . The theoretical

curves have been obtained from the potential (5.1) with the

parameters given in Table I.
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Fig. 2 The nucleon-nucleon 'F state phase shift (full squares) and

inelasticity (open circles) vs lab. kinetic energy. The data and

the definition of inelasticity are from . The theoretical

curves have been obtained from the potential (5.1) with the

parameters given in Table I.
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2B 68 88

Fig. 3 Proton-proton cm. differential cross section at T =0.97 GeV.

The data are from" . The theoretical curve has been obtained

from the NN amplitude reconstructed by summation of partial waves

with parameters taken from ref .*•' .
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30

degrees

48 58 68

Fig. 4 Neutron-proton c m . differential cross section at T = 0.942 GeV.

The data are from / . The theoretical curve has been obtained

from the NN amplitude reconstructed by summation of partial waves

with parameters taken from ref. ' .
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Neutron energy (GeV)

Fig. 5 Neutron spectrum in the lab system from the reaction pp-+ n A+"

at T =0.97 GeV. The data are from °' . The theoretical curve

has been obtained from the OPE amplitude (6.15)
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0.00
Q (GeV)

Fig. 6 Invariant mass distribution for the 3"p pair resulting from the

A**

decay of & in the reaction pp nA at =0.97 GeV.

The data are from . The theoretical curve has been obtained

from the OPE amplitude (6.15)
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Fig. 7 Angular distribution of neutrons in the c m . system in the reaction

pp-» n A at T, . =0.97 GeV. The data are from V . The theoretical

curve has been obtained from the OPE amplitude (6.15)
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Fig. 8 Diagrams corresponding to the three terms in (7.1): (a) quasi-free

scattering; (b) final state interaction; (c) delta intermediate

state. The double line represents the deuteron, single line and

thick line represent the nucleon and delta, respectively.
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Fig. 9 The effective mass distribution for the quasi-free deuteron

disintegration in the direct channel for different scattering

angles: 0 < O £ 10 curve 1, 10 < & <_ 20 curve 2,

20 < &• < 30 curve 3, and 30 < & < 40° curve 4.
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Fig. 10 The effective mass distribution for the quasi-free deuteron

disintegration in the direct channel for different values of

the spectator cut-off momentum: no cut-off curve 1, p > 0.1 GeV/c

curve 2, and p >_ 0.2 GeV/c curve 3.
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Fig. 11 The effect of the final state interaction in the direct channel.

The continuous curve represents the calculated rate vs np

effective mass, including the 3S|-
iDn final state interaction.

The dashed curve corresponds to the quasi-free scattering only.
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Fig. 12 The effect of the final state interaction in the charge exchange

channel. The continuous curve represents the calculated rate vs

pp effective mass, including the *S final state interaction.

The dashed curve corresponds to the quasi-free scattering only.
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Fig. 13 The effective mass distribution for the total sample in the

charge exchange channel {3597 events).
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Fig. 14 pp effective mass distribution for the charge exchange channel.

The scattering angles have been confined to the interval

0 < 9 <_ 10° (1068 events).
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Fig. 15 pp effective mass distribution for the charge exchange channel.

The scattering angles have been confined to the interval

10 < •© < 20° (1323 events) .
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Fig. 16 pp effective mass distribution for the charge exchange channel.

The scattering angles have been confined to the interval

0 <_ ^ <_ 10 and the spectator momenta have been cut at

p > 0.1 GeV/c (447 events).
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Fig. 17 pp effective mass distribution for the charge exchange channel.

The scattering angles have been confined to the interval

0 <̂  Q- <_ 10 and the spectator momenta have been cut at

p >. 0.2 GeV/c (285 events).
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Fig. 18 pp effective mass distribution for the charge exchange channel.

The scattering angles have been confined to the interval

0 < 0 < 15 and the spectator momenta have been cut at

p > 0.2 GeV/c (4 99 events).
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Fig. 19 pp effective mass distribution for the charge exchange channel.

The scattering angles have been confined to the interval

O S ® £ 15° and the spectator momenta have been cut at

p > 0.3 GeV/c (349 events).
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Fig. 20 pp effective mass distribution for the charge exchange channel.

All scattering angles have been included. The spectator momentum

cut-off has been set at ps> 0.35 CeV/c (559 events). The solid

curve represents the calculated full rate. The dashed curve

shows the effect of neglecting the delta contribution. Both

curves have been normalized in such a way that the small

spike close to threshold has the same height.
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Fig. 21 np effective mass distribution for the total sample in the

direct channel (16910 events).
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Fig. 22 np effective mass distribution in the direct channel for

a sample with cuts: 0*< 6 < 15* and p$ > 0.1 CeV/c

(2848 events).
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Fig. 23 np effective mass distribution in the direct channel for

a sample with cuts: 0 < 9 < 15° and pt > 0.2 GeV/c

(810 events).
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Fig. 24 np effective mass distribution in the direct channel for

a sample with

(377 events).

a sample with cuts: 0° < & <. 15° and pc > 0.3 GeV/c
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Fig. 26 np effective mass distribution in the direct channel for

a sample with cuts: 15°< O < 20° and p > 0.3 GeV/c

(206 events).
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Fig. 27 np effective mass distribution in the direct channel for

a sample with cuts : 15°< 6 < 20° and 0.3 < p£ < 0.35

GeV/c (81 events).
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Fig. 28 np effective mass distribution in the direct channel for

a sample with cuts: 0*^ © <, 20"

(393 events).

and p, > 0.35 GeV/c
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Fig. 29 np effective mass distribution in the direct channel for

all angles but with spectator momentum cut-off set at

p > 0.35 CeV/c (972 events).
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